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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey welcoming you to Arts nnd Africa 
which this week £eatures a poet and critic from Ghana and an interesting 
new study on the uses of dramR. Our poet is Profe.ssor Atukwei of the 
University of Ghana who has just been in Helsinki, in Finland, for the 
sixth meeting of the Intern8tional Asssociation of Literary critics. The 
theme of Atukwei Okai's speech to the Association was ''The Responsibility 
of the Critic for the Independence, Openess and Equilibrium of the 
National Culture", and after he had spoken he talked to Donald Fields who 
began by asking him about one of his main points - the need for authenticity 
in the national culture~ How authentic, how true te their indigenous 
culture, are Ghana ' s writers. 

ATUKWEI OKAI 

We have a brilliant practitioner in that line , in the person of 
the world famous Ghanaian nevelist Ayi Kwei Armah and there you see a 
particularly nice novel, 1 Tw0 Thousand Seasons'. You see how he has 
succeeded in tempering the very texture of his narr8tive and his form of 
expression through the tap rooting of his style in the traditional form. 
That is by deploying the devices and the good offices of the expressive 
style of our praise singers, our chroniclers , our griots, our storytellers. 
He has fused all t hese int~ an organic whole and it gives, therefore, a 
certain impact of nativeness, of tone. And this, I believe is vital in 
establishing a sort of medium of rap•rt with the listeners, with the person 
at the end of the work. So it's in this way that authenticity of our 
art, helps to create withi~ the aud ien~e, a sense and a feeling •f 

belonging and that means a let. 

DONALD FILEDS 

Obviously you see poetry as a thing that should be orally read out 
to a live audience r ather than to be reqd by somebody sitting in complete 
isolation? 

ATUKWEI OKAI 

Certainly, as in our tradtional society, poetry has always been a 
living part of the living society. It is part of the nature of modern 
seciety that we have the printed word , we have the printed word, that 
is good. But within a society that we are trying to balance in terms of 
that which was and that which is now, it is also necessary for us to try 
to keep poetry as a living art by not only locking it up in books that 
are printed but also by carrying it to the people and letting it live 
within our society because through poetry the people talks to itself, 
converses with its soul and maintains a very vital and healthy dialogue 
of the spirit. 
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DONALD FIELDS 

You have some disparaging things to say about the kind of critics 
being produced by universities. You spoke about the fact that they seem 
to regard literary criticism as an academic exercise, nothing but a sort 
of intellectual masturbation. Do you see no hope for critics? 

ATUKvlEI OKAI 

I see a lot of hope for critics and criticism but in this statement 
I criticize the type of critic that we call the 'armchair' or 'ivory 
tower' critic. The critic who really writes just for a few little 
journals and does not really believe in what he is doing, he is doing it 
just as a little academi~ exercise in order to let him list against his 
name published material, publications. At the same time, this type of 
critic just doesn't get involved in the cultural life of the people. 
So he is not talking from the position of the insider and I am saying our 
critics in Africa should make it a point to be involved with the cultural 
life, to know what they are talking about. Then also the Ghana Association 
of writers has made it a policy of regularly organising literary evenings. 
This is something new in Ghana, something th3t has been happening for 
about 6 or 7 years. People go to listen to poetry and from the reactions 
of the audience you the author, you know whether •r not, one, whether 
what you are telking about means and touches the lives of the peor le and 
secondly, you also know whether or. not you have succeeded through the 
quality of your art, to communicate whatever it is th8t you "nat to say. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Professor Atukwei Okai in Helsinki talking there to D•nald Fields. 
And now to theatre. Inter-Action Advisory Service was founded in London 
in 1968 as a voluntAry organisation to study and help set up cormr.uni ty 
and educational projects throughout the world. They've just launched a 
study on the use of theatre for education, communication and understanding 
especially in rural areas and small communities around the Commonwealth. 
This obviously eoncerns Africa and Inter-4ction alre?dy have an 
important study from Botswana , so Anne Bolsover went to speak to the 
Director of Inter-Action Ed Berman who explained the background to the 
project. 

ED BERHAN 

One of the areas where the so- called third world is quite far 
advanced over its counter-parts of the West is in the area of using 
theatre and other art forms as an educational tool and this has been 
going on during the 1 60 1 s and '70's and perhaps even earlier. There 
are forms of this that h0ppen in the West, it's usually called T.I.E, 
(Theatre In Education), bui in ·other countries and this is avery good 
example, it's happening in -Botswana, a project there. These traditional 
theatre forms are adapted to be used as a means of transferring information 
as an educational means of raising the conciousness and understanding of 
people because it's already using something they are familiar with and this 
approach has developed quite far in certain parts of Africa and also in 
India and South Ameri6a. 
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ANNE B0LS0VER 

Now tell me about the Botswana group. You say thBt they are 
educating the people through theatre. What are they educ8ting them in 
and are they using for~al plays or what exactly are they doing? 

ED BERill,IAN 

Well, they make up plays , based on traditional song, dance and 
theatre forms with locgl p~ople or with representatives from local 
groups which are then either played for their own local village group 
or they travel around to different villages. These plays are participatory 
that is, people can involve themse l ves in it, because they already 
understand the roots from which that form has come. It's obviously an 
inexpensive form because people are doing it for each other and you don't 
need any expensive lighting or speeial theatres or stages and you don't 
need special props or equipment, that is it's all a kind of do- it- yourself 
•peration. Now that's not to denigrate it in any way. It's quite the 
contrary, those are very high values which people in Western theatres 
are trying to get back te. Take Peter Brook's enormous attempt to go 
to the depths of Africa and then undergo the depths •f New York and 
London and Paris to shew this off which does seem the wrong way round 
because people in Africa are already doing this ijuite well on their own 
and we should be learning from them and sharing this experience amongst 
everyone who is trying to do this because it may be that within a given 
country like Botswana somebody is doing something in one area and 200 
miles away somebody else is doing something and they're not communicating 
with each other . So we thought we would collect the examples of this 
approach to using popular theatre as a means of education and conciousness 
raising and issue discussing. We collect all the best examples of this 
from around the world, and put them into a book, have some slide shows 
and so on, it would be quite inexpensive, 35 millimetre colour slides, 
and then make that regularly available to people so thqt they can share 
these experiences through the medium of a book that has a 18t ef pictures 
in it because I think you can learn a lot more from a picture than a lot 
of jargon. 

ANNE B0LS0VER 

But is this really going to reaeh the people you are talking about, 
the people in the rural areas, many of whom are illiterate anyway? 

ED BERMAN 

It won't reach them directly and indeed that's not our objective 
because we couldn't achieve that and we would be foolish to try. · What 
it will do is to reach those people who are interested in developing this 
field and who are already working in it who are literate because it's not 
a vast network of t r ose people. They will be able to get hold of this 
book and then share the experiences of people in other countries. There 
is an amazing overlap of it even t ~10µgh people don't know what _the other 
is doing. And we think one of the things we can do as an international 
institute for social animation·it's called er soeial enterprise, one of 
our roles is to try to circulate information at as grass roots a l evel as 
possible amongst the leadership and people who are working on the 
development side of this . It doesn I t go _right down to the person who is 
speaking a different language th3t we would meet in a village but it 
goes to the level just above that, ef people who are developing the work. 
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ANNE BOLSOVER 

What other countries have theatre groups or people doing this 
type of project? 

ED BERMAN 

The countries that are known to have rural development workshops 
and people using the4tre in this way are: Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Swaziland and Tanzania, Ghana and, of course, there are a lot of places 
outside of Africa doing this. I can't imply, it oughtn't to be inferred 
from what I am saying, that there is a mass movement going on. There are 
a number of individuals working in these countries and the approach is 
spreading because it is very face to face, very personal, very direct 
and it could be a mass movement some day. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Now what kind of development ideas are these groups putting across 
to people in the rural areas through the theatre? 

ED BERMAN 

Well some of it is to do with social problems or political problems 
of being uprooted. Quite often this is done in refugee areas. Other 
times , and probably the main use bas been for issues or rural development, 
things to do with educating people about heglth questions, to do with, 
modern means of farming, irrigation etc., so th8t a lot of it has a basic 
educ8tional content. Some of it has a social and psychological set of 
issues involved and the techniques are obviously getting people to come 
together and form a group which allows them to go beyond it. Whilst the 
plays ~re meant to be entertaining, the purpose isn't entertainment, 
the purpose is both educational 8nd s~cial as well as cultural and most 
people working in this field see it as a stage in a chain so that the 
play itself is only part of a process and you really want to go beyond it 
to get people interested and to do things for themselves. nuite often, 
there are wh~t we might call in this c•untry, community workers who 
stay on or development workers who stBy on and deal with the issues in an
other way having get the people interested in this through the play. 

ANNE BOLSOV.ER 

How successful s~ far, has this approach been to development? 

ED BERMAN 

Well, I think you CAn only judge the success in a~ curious way by 
the fact that we're about to publish a book en it. There was a book 
published on it by the University of California on this type of work in 
Latin America and there were a let of essays and 3 lot of work of this 
type in Latin America. Se that its success could probably be said to 
be great though still growing considerably and there have been a number 
of international conferences in the past 3 yeRrs that have been dealing 
with this. So clegrly, the work on the greund by people thijmselves for 
eaeh other has been quite successful. It ha~ proven itself by being 
able to get funding ~nd carry on. 
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AlEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Ed Berman, Director of Inter-Action talking to Anne Bolsover. 
And ths~'s it f r om Arts and Africa f or t his week and from me, Alex 
Tetteh- L3rtey, it's goodbye. 


